LETTER TO SWP ORGANIZERS AND NC MEMBERS
14 Charles Lane
New York, N.Y. 10014
November 10, 1971
and weaken the unions. In this effort ,
the government will continue to seek the
support of the labor bureaucracy for some
form of wage controls.

TO SWP ORGANIZERS AND NC MEMBERS
Dear Comrades,
This letter concerns implementation
at the branch level of the party propaganda campaign around the wage freeze
and the wage controls of Nixon's IlPhase
II, Il projected by the August 30 Political
Committee statement.
The Political Committee statement outlined three areas of concentration for
this propaganda campaign: Ill) A major
effort to reach workers with The Militant
through sales at factories and other places
where workers congregate. Special effort
should be made to sell subscriptions
to workers as part of the sub campaign.
2) Every effort should be made to get
speaking engagements for the national
and local candidatAs of the party before
union meetings, outside of factories,
etc. 3) Comrades in unions, in addition to
the above, should raise our programmatic
proposals in union meetings, on the job,
etc. The national office should be kept
closely informed of the mood in the unions,
the reception to our ideas, etc., and
stories should be written for The Militant
as part if its campaign on this topic."
It is important that this propaganda
campaign be seen by the branches as a
continuing effort. The analysis of the
evolution of the capitalist economy internationally contained in the recent convention and National Committee resolutions, and in articles in our press, outlines the powerful forces at work impelling the ruling class to attempt to lower
the real wages of the American workers.
In order to accomplish this objective,
the capitalist class is using the centralized power of the capitalist government
to attempt to cripple the fighting power
of the unions and strengthen the hands
of the bosses.
The imposition of the 90-day wage
freeze was only the opening gun by the
capitalist government. Through IlPhase IIIl
and beyond, the government will be attempting to impose some form of wage
controls on the workers. Working-class
opposition to this assault upon their
standard of living will grow. While we
should expect a pattern of aggressive
actions and partial retreats by the government, depending upon the shifting
relations of class forces, the objective
of the ruling class will remain the same:
to lower the real wages of the workers

The agreement by the union bureaucracy
to serve on Nixon's wage board -- and its
present floundering in the face of the
stiffening government attack -- highlights
the incapacity of the bureaucracy to wage
an effective struggle against this assault
by the ruling class. The crisis of leadership of the working class has been thrown
into sharp focus.
Our strategic orientation to overcome
this crisis of leadership is the building of a class struggle left wing in the
unions based on a class struggle program.
As yet, our immediate tasks in this
regard are propagandistic in nature, and
center on reaching workers with the key
points of a class struggle program around
which a future left wing can be built.
It is in this context that our propaganda campaign for a congress of labor
should be seen. The program we pose for
such a congress of labor, as outlined in
the Political Committee statement and
articles in The Militant, can become the
basis for the formation of a class struggle left wing in the unions.
The government attack on the working
class has resulted in greater receptivity
to our class struggle program among workers, and we can expect such receptivity
to increase in the period ahead as the
real intentions of the ruling class become
clearer to more workers. To accomplish
our objective of reaching workers with
this program, it is important that the
propaganda campaign around a congress of
labor be done in a consistent and sustained
manner. Concerning the three areas of the
campaign outlined in the Political Committee statement:
1) Sales of The Militant. After the
announcement of the wage freeze, branches
took large bundles and made special efforts to sell to workers at factories,
union meetings, picket lines, shopping
centers, unemployment lines, and other
places where workers congregate. Certain
branches have been able to sustain such
sales to workers on a weekly basis, and
this should become the norm in every
branch.
Exactly which places are the best to
sell at to reach workers varies from city
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to city. In Washington, for example, the
major industry is the government itself,
and the comrades there have been concentrating on sales to government workers.
The Houston branch has sold well at a
number of plant gates. In Detroit,
plant gate sales have been high, accounting for 30 percent of the branch's bundle,
and sales at shopping centers account
for another 20 percent of it. Atlanta has
had good sales at sanitation plants.
In Seattle, where there is an unusually
high unemployment rate, sales on unemployment lines have been good; other
branches report poor sales at unemployment lines. The Bloomington YSA local
reports regular sales of 20 papers to
women workers at an RCA plant. Through
probes and sales experiments, branches
are determining which places are the
best to sell. Such probes should continue, as we continue our effort to reach
as many workers with The Militant as we
can. At the same time, consistent and
regular sales, every week, should be
conducted at places the branch discovers
to be best. It is through such sales,
week after week, that we can begin to
build up a body of consistent readers of
the paper among workers. If workers at a
particular location come to expect regular sales of The Militant, this will aid
in establishing such regular readers.
As our objective through sales of the
paper is to build up a body of regular
readers of The Militant, it follows that
special attention should be paid to selling subscriptions to workers. While the
major emphasis of the campaign to sell
30,000 new subscriptions to the paper is
necessarily directed towards the campuses
during the period of the special sub
drive, attention should be paid to selling subscriptions to workers. In Seattle,
for example, comrades have been selling
subscriptions as part of their regular
bundle sales to workers, and have picked
up one or two subscriptions a week this
way. Comrades active in trade unions in
Berkeley, Chicago and other areas have
sold subs to fellow union members; in
Berkeley, one comrade has sold 45 subs
in his union, to date. Such efforts

should continue as a consistent process
after the end of the big sub drive.
2) Use of the SWP election campaign.
In addition to The Militant the SWP national and local election campaigns are an
important vehicle for this propaganda
campaign. Branches should find ways to
have the candidates appear before working class audiences. There are different
ways to do this, in addition to attempting to get speaking engagements before
union local meetings. For example,
the Detroit branch arranged for Linda
Jenness to speak at a street meeting
outside a plant. This plant was one where
the branch has had good sales of the paper.
In Houston, SWP mayoralty candidate
Debbie Leonard was able to speak to
workers at a factory. More consistent
efforts should be made by all branches
in this regard.

3) Comrades in Unions. The concrete
situation facing comrades in unions
varies greatly, but in a number of instances comrades have been successful in
raising the issue of the wage freeze
in union meetings, and have been able to
present our programmatic proposals, in
addition to selling our press. In a few
cases, this has resulted in the union
local's taking a position for a congress
of labor, or against the war.
The branches should discuss how best
to carry out this propaganda campaign on
a consistent basis. Through this campaign
we will be able to make contacts among
workers, win new readers to our press,
and begin to disseminate the key programmatic concepts around which we can build
a class struggle left wing in the unions
in the future.
Comradely,
s/Barry Sheppard
Administrative
Committee
s/Frank Lovell
National Trade
Union Work Director
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